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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Human Rights Have Been Defined As Basic Moral Guarantees That People In All Countries And Cultures Allegedly Have Simply Because They Are People. Calling These Guarantees Rights Suggests That They Attach To Particular Individuals Who Can Invoke Them, That They Are Of High Priority; And They Are Rights Because They Belong To An Individual As A Consequence Of Being Human. They Refer To A Wide Continuum Of Values That Are Universal And In Some Sense Equally Claimed For All Human Beings. It Goes Without Saying That If They Refer To The Concept Of Human Beings As Having Universal Rights, Those Rights Have Their Status Regardless Of Legal Jurisdiction Or Other Localizing Factors, Such As Ethnicity And Nationality. The Concept Of Human Rights Is Based On The Idea That Each Person Has Worth And Dignity, And Thus Deserves Certain Basic Freedoms. When Those Freedoms Are Recognised, Each Individual Can Enjoy Safety, Security, And The Ability To Make Many Decisions About His Or Her Life. As A Body Of Norms On Rules Human Rights Belong To The Whole Humanity. The Possession And Entitlement To Exercise Human Rights Is Invested In All People; They Have The Same Basic Rights. Without The Recognition Of These Rights And Their Adequate Protection Human Society Would Simply Not Exist. At This Broad Level, Therefore, The Use Of Human Rights Is That Through Them, People Become More Truly Human And Their Society Worth Living In. The Source Of Human Rights Is Man’s Moral Nature (Freedom, Justice And Peace), Which Is Only Loosely Linked To The Human Nature Of Basic Human Needs; Human Rights Are Needs Of Human Dignity, Rather Than Health, And Violations Of Human Rights Are The Denials Of One’s Humanity Rather Than Deprivations Of Needs.


3Kofi Annan (message by the UN Secretary-General) in Van Der Heijden & Tahzib-Lie Reflections on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1998) 18.
4Donnelly (1993) 22.
5The moral foundation of Human rights is also found in Article 1 of the Universal Declaration which says: “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood”.
7Id.
The Proclamation Of The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights On The 10th December 1948 In The General Assembly Of The United Nations Can Be Seen As A Turning Point In The International Protection Of Human Rights. This Declaration Was A Genuinely Universal Document That Endeavoured To Cover The Whole Field Of Human Rights. Thus, It Also Formulated A Definition Of What Was Meant By Human Rights. While Not Legally Binding, The Universal Declaration Urged Member Nations To Promote A Number Of Human, Civil, Economic And Social Rights, Asserting These Rights As A Part Of The Foundation Of Freedom, Justice And Peace In The World. It Limits The Behaviour Of The State, Which Now Has Duties To The Citizen (Rights-Duty Duality). In Fact, The Ultimate Goal Is To Protect And Promote The Basic Human Rights Of Every Person, Everywhere.

II. Analysis Of The Scope Of The Concept Of Human Rights
In Their Contemporary Manifestation, Human Rights Are A Set Of Individual And Collective Rights That Have Been Formally Promoted And Protected Through International And Domestic Law Since The 1948 Universal Declaration Of Human Rights. Arguments, Theories, Protections, And Violations Of Such Rights, However, Have Been In Existence For Much Longer; But Since The Evolution Of Their Express Legal Protection Has Grown Rapidly, Today, The Numerous International Treaties On Human Rights Promulgated Since The Universal Declaration To Which An Increasingly Large Number Of Nation States Are A Party Define The Core Content Of Human Rights That Ought To Be Protected Across Categories Of Civil, Political, Economic, Social, And Solidarity.

II.1. Categories Of Human Rights
The Collection Of Human Rights Protected By International Law Resorts To Tradition Of Rights From Philosophy, History And Normative Political Theory And Now Includes Three Sets, Or Categories Of Rights That Have Become Useful Shortcuts For Talking About Human Rights Among Scholars And Practitioners In The Field. These Categories Are: Civil And Political Rights; Economic, Social, Cultural Rights; And Solidarity Rights.

II.1.1. Civil And Political Rights (Rights Of The First Generation)
Civil And Political Rights Uphold The Sanctity Of The Individual Before The Law And Guarantee His/Her Ability To Participate Freely In Civil, Economic And Political Society. Civil Rights Include Such Rights As The Right To Life, Liberty And Personal Security; The Right To Equality Before The Law; The Right Of Protection Of Arbitrary Arrest; The Right To The Due Process Of Law; The Right To A Fair Trial; And The Right To Religious Freedom And Worship. When Protected, Civil Rights Guarantee One’s Personhood And Freedom From State-Sanctioned Interference Or Violence.

Political Rights Include Such Rights As The Right To Speech And Expression; The Rights To Assembly And Association; And The Right To Vote And Political Participation. Political Rights Thus Guarantee Individual Rights To Involvement In Public Affairs And The Affairs Of The State. In Many Ways, Both Historically And Theoretically, Civil And Political Rights Have been Considered Fundamental Rights For Which All Nation States Have A Duty And Responsibility To Uphold. They Have Also Been Seen As So-Called Negative Rights Since They Merely Require The Absence Of Their Violation In Order To Be Upheld. These Rights Denote Actions That A Government Should Not Take. Their Content Is Viewed In The Lines Below.

Thus later the two Covenants, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (opened for signature 1966, entered into force March 23, 1976) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (opened for signature 1966, entered into force January 3, 1976), were created which bind those States that ratify them to protect the rights listed in the respective Covenants. Together, these three documents constitute International Bill Of Rights; and there have been a number of other Conventions regarding particular rights, including: the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political rights (UN, 1966), The second Optional Protocol to the International Convention on Civil and Political rights (UN, 1989); Convention on the prevention and punishment of the crime of Genocide (entry into force 1951); Convention on the Elimination of all forms of racial discrimination (entry into force 1969); Convention on the Elimination of all forms of discrimination against Women (entry into force 1981); Convention on the rights of the child (UN, 1989); and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (UN, 2002).

Universal Declaration of Human rights: Articles 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 18.
Id., Articles 14, 15, 19, 20 and 21.
Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights obliges all States Parties to respect all the Covenant’s rights and to ensure them for all individuals without discrimination. The obligation “to respect” indicates the traditional duty of states to refrain from restricting the exercise of civil and political rights.
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Ii.1.1.1. Right To Life
The Notion Of Life Means The Principle Of Animation And Has To Be Understood As An Anti-thesis Of Lifeless. The Individual Cannot Attain The Highest In Him Unless He Is In Possession Of Certain Rights Which Leave Him As It Were To Breathe And Expand. The Right To Life Does Not Then Merely Mean The Sanctity Of Life; It Means The Fullest Opportunity To Develop One’s Personality And Potentiality To The Highest Level Possible In The Existing Stage Of Our Civilization. It Follows Inevitably That The Right To Life Is The Right To Live Decently As A Member Of A Civilized Society And Have All The Freedoms And Advantages That Would Go To Make Life Agreeable, And Living Assured In A Reasonable Standard Of Comfort And Decency. The Right To Life Also Includes The Right To Live With Human Dignity.

Article 3 Of The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights Comprises The Different Rights, Namely The Right To Life In A Biological Sense And In A Wider Human Sense The Right To Liberty And The Right To Personal Security.

Ii.1.1.2. The Right To Liberty

Ii.1.1.3. The Right To Personal Security
It Consists In The Right To Be Protected Against Certain Interferences From The State Or From Non-State Actors, Including Private Individuals (Integrity Rights). The Right To Security Of The Person Is Manifested In The Injunctions Against Torture, Cruel, Inhuman Or Degrading Treatment Or Punishment, And Subjecting Some One To Medical Experimentation Without His Or Her Free Consent.

Ii.1.1.4. The Right To Equality Before The Law And Fair Trial
The Word Equality Before The Law Is The Standardised Way Of Expressing The Idea Of Equal Protection By Or Under The Law Without Discrimination. The Right To A Fair Trial Relates To The Rights Of An Accused Person To The Elements Or Conditions Of A Partial And Just Trial Required By International Human Rights Law: The Right To Information; To Defence Which Includes Also The Right To Be Heard; To Legal Representation; To Speed Trial And In A Reasonable Time; To Presumption Of Innocence; Etc.

Ii.1.1.5. The Right To Religious Freedom And Worship
This Is A Right To Freedom Of Conscience, To Profess, Practice And Propagate Any Religion; And The Right To Change One’s Religious Allegiance. Religious Freedom By Its Nature Entails All Rights Relating To A Person’s Involvement With A Religious Community.

Ii.1.1.6. The Right To Speech And Expression
This Is The Right Including Freedom Of The Press And Other Media And The Freedom Of Artistic Creativity And Scientific Research.

Ii.1.1.7. The Right To Vote And Political Participation
It Includes The Right To Make Political Choices, To Form And Participate In The Activities Of And To Recruit Members Of A Political Party, To Campaign For A Political Party And The Secrecy Of The Vote. In Other Way, This Is The Right Of People To Participate In Politics By Expressing Themselves, Protesting, Voting And Serving In Public Office.

16 UDHR, article 3.
18 Id.
21 ICCPR, article 14.
22 ICCPR, article 18.
23 Duplessis and Corder (1994) 156.
24 ICCPR, article 19.
25 ICCPR, article 25.
II.1.8. The Right To Assembly And Association

It includes the right to freely form and belong to peaceful assembly and association.

II.1.2. Social, Economic and Cultural Rights (Rights of the Second Generation)

Articles 22 to 27 of the Declaration deal with economic, social and cultural rights. Sometimes these rights are referred to as the second generation of human rights in order to separate them from the civil liberties included in national constitutions since the end of the 18th century. These were the “first generation” of human rights. The central characteristic of economic, social and cultural rights is that these rights will not be actualised if the state simply refrains from interfering with individual freedom. Cultural rights, for instance, are meant to maintain and promote sub-national cultural affiliations and collective identities, and protect minority communities against the incursions of national assimilationist and nation-building projects. These rights are about the conditions for the actual well-being of people that require the society to use its resources; protections against severe poverty and starvation. The articles mentioned above list as economic, social and cultural rights, among others, the right to social security (Article 22), the right to work (Article 23) and certain minimum conditions in work (Article 24), the right to an adequate standard of living, including medical care, food, and housing (Article 25), the right to education (Article 26), and the right to freely participate in the cultural life of the community (Article 27). When protected, these rights help promote individual flourishing, social and economic development, and self-esteem. Economic, social, cultural rights denote rights that the state is obliged to protect and provide. The second generation rights are seen as an aspirational and programmatic set of rights that national governments ought to strive to achieve through progressive implementation; and their realization depends heavily on the fiscal capacity of states.

II.1.3. Solidarity Rights (Rights of the Third Generation)

Article 28 of the universal declaration of human rights refers to the role of each individual in realising the so-called third generation human rights or the rights that belong to peoples. “Everyone is entitled to social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this declaration can be fully realised.” The formulation of the article is related to the self-determination of peoples that has since been recorded into human rights conventions, and to the question of the right to development which has been a large part of recent human rights discussion. In November 1977, Karel Vasek called for the recognition of a third generation of human rights, namely solidarity rights. Solidarity rights which include rights to public goods such as development and the environment, seek to guarantee that all individuals and groups have the right to share in the benefits of the earth’s natural resources, as well as those goods and products that are made through processes and economic growth, expansion, and innovation. Many of these rights are trans-national in that they make claims against wealth nations to redistribute wealth to poor nations, cancel or reduce international debt obligations, pay compensation for past imperial and colonial adventures, reduce environmental degradation, and help promote policies for sustainable development. This third generation is still met with resistance and scepticism: it was on one hand objected that by their very nature, solidarity rights cannot be invoked by individuals, and apply only to collectivities; and an individual’s right to peace would for instance be difficult to contemplate. However, on the other hand it is argued by proponents of third generation rights that in many countries, Africa in particular, governments struggle to combat famine, illness and ignorance. They tend to overlook the classic liberties of the Western world but they find themselves in a fight against underdevelopment. In this fight, they are in a state of emergency which permits derogations to be made; they recognise then the importance of the realisation of social and economic developments and the securing of the classic rights and liberties, the right to development is then considered as a necessary corollary of the other fundamental rights. In other ways, the term solidarity or collective rights refers to the rights of peoples to be protected from attacks on their group identity and group interests. The following is the third generation content analysis.

26 ICCPR, articles 21 & 22.
27 McChesney Promoting and defending economic, social and cultural rights: a handbook (2000) 17-18; see also Universal Declaration: Articles 16, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27.
31 Id.
32 Ibid.
Ii.1.3.1. The Right To Self-Determination

It is said to be the most important of such collective rights, this is a theoretical principle that a people ought to be able to determine their own governmental forms and structures. It is a political right of the majority to the exercise of power within boundaries of a generally accepted political unit, area, or territory.

Ii.1.3.2. The Right To Economic And Social Development

Economic development is the development of economic wealth of countries or religions for the well-being of their inhabitants. Public policy generally aims at continuous and sustained economic growth and expansion of national economies so that developing countries become developed countries. The economic development process supposes that legal and institutional adjustments are made to give incentives for innovation and for investments so as to develop an efficient production and distribution system for goods and services. In terms of Article 1 (1) of the Declaratory on the Right to Development, the right to development is an inalienable human right by virtue of which every human person and all peoples are entitled to participate in, contribute to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political development, in which all human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully realized.

Ii.1.3.3. The Right To Natural Resources

Natural resources are naturally substances that are considered valuable in their relatively unmodified natural form. Natural resources are often classified into renewable and non-renewable resources. Renewable resources are generally living resources (fish, coffee, and forests for example), which can restock (or renew) themselves at approximately the rate at which they are extracted, if they are not overharvested. Non-living renewable natural resources include soil, as well as water, wind, tides, and solar radiation.

Ii.1.3.4. The Right To Communicate

This is the right including the right to the process of exchanging information, usually via a common protocol. Examples of human communication are the sharing of knowledge and experiences, the giving or receiving of orders and cooperation. Common forms of human communication include sign language, speaking, writing, gestures, and broadcasting.

Ii.1.3.5. The Right To Participation In Cultural Heritage

Cultural heritage consists of nation’s historic buildings, collections, monuments, etc. That are considered worthy or preservation for the future. Much of such heritage that consists of smaller objects such as artworks and other masterpieces is stored in museums and art galleries. Typically, by its nature, such heritage is unique and irreplaceable. It can often form an important component in a country’s tourist industry attracting many visitors from abroad as well as locally.

II.2. Partial Conclusion

It goes without saying finally that while the right to self-determination and eventually the right to humanitarian assistance, for example, find expression on the legal as well as the moral plane, the majority of these solidarity rights tend to be more aspirational than justiciable in character, enjoying as yet an ambiguous jural status as international human rights norms.

33 ICCPR, article 1; ICESCR, article 1; African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, article 20.
36 Article 1 (2) of International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural rights says: “all peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence”. Similarly, article 21 (1) of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights provides: “all peoples shall freely dispose of their wealth and natural resources. This right shall be exercised in the exclusive interest of the people. In no case shall a people be deprived of it”. See also Nmehiell The African Human rights system: its laws, practice, and institutions (2001)146.
37 UDHR, article 19.
38 UDHR, article 27.
After this scope analysis of human rights, it is worth noting that, human rights are about the freedom from something and the right to something. Different rights and freedoms may stress these two sides differently, but both dimensions belong to the concept of human rights and the obligations of a state that are based on binding international treaties. In sum, different conceptions of rights, particularly emerging conceptions, contain the potential for challenging the legitimacy and supremacy not only of one another but, more importantly, of the political-social systems with which they are most intimately associated. As a consequence there is sharp disagreement about the legitimate scope of human rights and about the priorities that are claimed among them. In short, while we are talking about the scope of human rights, we can say that the legitimacy of different human rights and priorities claimed among them are function of context. Because people in different parts of the world both assert and honour different human rights demands according to many different procedures and practices, and these issues ultimately depend on time, place, setting, level of crisis, and other circumstances. The content of human rights has been broadly defined, not with any expectation that the rights associated with one generation would or should become outdated upon the ascendancy of another, but expansively or supplementally. Reflecting evolving perceptions of which values, at different times, stand most in need of encouragement and protection, the history of the content of human rights also reflects humankind’s recurring demands for continuity and stability.

III. Analysis of the nature of the concept of human rights

III.1. The characteristics of human rights

The very term “human rights” appears to define one essential element of their nature. That is, their necessary attachment to human beings. Surely, therefore, human rights are contingent upon the rights-holder being human. If human rights are contingent on one’s humanity and an essential ingredient of humanity is the dignity that every human being possesses; an important challenge that faces human rights is the basis upon which human dignity is measured and expressed.

Human rights are characterised as universal, inalienable, and fundamental, non-derogable, interrelated, indivisible, and interdependent.

III.1.1. The concept of universality

The universality of human rights has two meanings: on the one hand, the universality of human rights prohibits discrimination on the ground of sex, colour, social status or other similar characteristic. This why the prohibition of discrimination is included in the universal declaration of human rights and in almost other international human rights conventions. On the other hand, the universality of human rights refers to the global applicability of human rights. Human rights are common to all people on all continents irrespective of cultural or economic differences; and people have and should enjoy them.

In the following, as states Hastrup, the universality of human rights will be discussed in legal terms as referring to the existence of a special set of international legal norms regarding human rights which are legally binding upon all states legal universality, therefore, refers to the legal obligation under international law of all states to respect certain basic standards on the treatment of human beings. In addition, the concept of universality of human rights can be broadly seen under two aspects: the first relates to its roots in diverse humanitarian, philosophical and religious traditions and there is where the universality of human rights is most apparent. This aspect also clearly demonstrates that the concept of human rights is not the monopoly of any one civilization or system. The second aspect relating to the contemporary political and legal nature of this concept can be traced back to historical and intellectual developments in Europe. This aspect is most clearly enunciated in the universal declaration of human rights and finds unprecedented support and acceptance today in all parts of the world. In fact, it finds that moral actions are generally tied to the act itself, not regardless of the cultural context, but in respect of the basic ethical standards that exist in all cultures.

Nevertheless, even if it is so, the universality of human rights can not remove cultural and societal differences between peoples. What is to be emphasised here is the status of human rights as humankind’s common cultural heritage, the historical background of which lies not only in Western

39 See in this regard Article 1 of the Universal Declaration above-mentioned.
40 See Articles 2 and 7.
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Liberalism But Also In The Common Characteristics Of The Cultures Of Different Eras And Continents. Here, Variation Is Also An Asset. Human Rights Are Also Associated With Tolerance. Freedom Of Speech, Freedom Of Religion And Privacy, For Example, Are All Human Rights That Also Presume The Protection Of Dissimilarities. Especially Majorities And Their Members Should Be Tolerant Of Minorities And Their Customs. When These Points Are Combined, We Reach Then The Following Solution To The Problem Of Different Cultures And Common (Or Universal) Human Rights: Human Rights Protect Dissimilarity And Culture-Specific Features, Assuming That These Features Are Not A Means Of Violating The Human Rights Of An Individual Or An Attempt To Deny Some People Their Human Rights.

Iii.1.2. The Concept Of Inalienability

The Term “Inalienable Rights (Or Unalienable Rights)” Refers To A Set Of Human Rights That Are Said To Be Absolute, Not Awarded By Human Power, Not Transferable To Another Power, And Incapable Of Repudiating. The Inalienability Of Human Rights Reflects The Idea Of Natural Individual Rights That Precede The State’s Authority. Each Individual Has Human Rights On The Basis Of His/Her Humanity. Therefore, These Rights Can No More Be Taken Away From Him/Her By A Decision Of The Authorities Than By His/Her Own Consent. The Inalienability Of Human Rights Also Means That A Person Cannot Legally Give Over His/Her Human Rights By Selling Himself Or Herself As A Slave; In Other Words If A Right Is Inalienable, That Means That It Cannot Be Bestowed, Granted, Bartered, Renounced, Lost, Forfeited Or Sold Away.\(^{44}\)

Iii.1.3. The Concept Of Fundamentality

The Fact That Human Rights Are Considered As Fundamental Means That Only The Most Important Rights Should Be Called Human Rights. Articles 1 To 28 Of The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights Contain A List Of The Rights And Freedoms That Were Considered Important Enough In 1948. In Addition, Human Rights Are Fundamental In The Sense That They Should Be Protected By The Law Even If Those In Power, Or A Majority Of The Population Or Other Significant Interests, Wish Them To Be Removed Generally Or From Individuals Or Groups. In Other Words They Should Be Protected Even Against Strong Arguments That The Common Good, The Collective Interest, Would Be Benefited Were They Removed.\(^{45}\) Human Rights, Therefore, Embody Entitlements And Values Inherent In A Kind Of Superior Law, A Law Which Conditions And Must Be Taken Into Account By The Processes Of Making And Putting The Ordinary, Positive, Law Into Effect.\(^{46}\)

Human Rights Are Also Inherent Rights Of Every Individual Because Every Human Being Has Them By The Virtue Of His Or Her Humanity; And Equal Which Means That They Are To Be Held Without Distinction.\(^{47}\) In Addition, They Are Regarded As Indivisible And Interdependent. In Other Words, The Protection Of One Category Of Rights Is Dependent Upon The Protection Of The Other.\(^{48}\) As Provided For In Article 5 Of 1993 Vienna Declaration, Rights May Also Be Interrelated And Non-Derogable, Namely Not Limited In Times Of War Or National Emergency.

Iii.2. Philosophical Basis Of Human Rights


\(^{44}\text{Donnelly (1993) 19.}\)

\(^{45}\text{Davis Human rights and Civil liberties (2003)10.}\)

\(^{46}\text{Id.}\)

\(^{47}\text{Crawshaw (1999) 37.}\)

\(^{48}\text{Id.}\)

\(^{49}\text{See Ishay (2004) 19.}\)

\(^{50}\text{Ishay (2004) 20-21.}\)

\(^{51}\text{Ibid.}\)
Law was deemed to pre-exist actual social and political systems. Natural rights were thereby similarly presented as rights individuals possessed independently of society or polity. Natural rights were thereby presented as ultimately valid irrespective of whether they had achieved the recognition of any given political ruler or assembly. The quintessential exponent of this position was the 17th century philosopher John Locke; at the centre of Locke's argument, is the claim that individuals possess natural rights, independently of the political recognition granted to them by the state.

III.3. Moral Relativism

Philosophical supporters of human rights are necessarily committed to a form of moral universalism. As moral principles and as a moral doctrine, human rights are considered to be universally valid. However, moral universalism has long been subject to criticism by so-called moral relativists. Moral relativists argue that universally valid moral truths do not exist. For moral relativists, there is simply no such thing as a universally valid moral doctrine. Relativists view morality as a social and historical phenomenon. Moral beliefs and principles are therefore thought of as socially and historically contingent, valid only for those cultures and societies in which they originate and within which they are widely approved. Relativists point to the vast array of diverse moral beliefs and practices apparent in the world today as empirical support for their position. Moral relativism, the belief that moral values (and thus conceptions of human rights) are determined by history, culture, economics, or some other independent social force, is best seen as a matter of degree. At one extreme is a radical relativism that sees culture (or history, or economics) as the source of all values. Jack Donnelly proceeded to argue that such a position in effect denies the very idea of human rights, for it holds that there are no rights that every one is entitled to equally, simply as a human being. Donnelly went so far to argue that radical relativism can be ignored once we have decided, as we have above, that there are human rights, rights that all human beings have, independent of society and irrespective of their particular history or culture. Moreover, the relativist position can then be understood simply to assert as an empirical matter that the world contains an impressive diversity in views about right and wrong that is linked to the diverse underlying cultures. Moral relativism does not however equate to moral pluralism, or value pluralism (which acknowledges the co-existence of opposing ideas and practices, but does not require that they be equally valid). Moral relativism, in contrast, contends that opposing moral positions have no truth-value, and that no preferred standard of reference exists to judge them. Relativists would regard the notion that no preferred standard of truth exists as a straw man argument. Not that any belief is equally as valid as any other.

II. GENERAL CONCLUSION

As it has been stated in the development of this paper, human rights relate to the idea of certain freedoms, understood as entitlements, which are to be enjoyed by all persons on a basis of equality for the sufficient reason that they are persons (or human beings). This paper demonstrated the nature and the scope of the concept of human rights in its whole scientific understanding. It briefly showed that the background of the concept of human rights has been systematized by the international legal and human rights community such that there is now a known core content of human rights susceptible to social scientific operationalization using a variety of indicators across their different categories including the positive and negative dimensions of civil, political, economic, social, cultural and solidarity rights.
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